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Abstract
A graph G is called K1; n-free if G has no induced subgraph isomorphic to K1; n. Let n, a, and
b be integers with n>3, a>1, and b>a(n − 2) + 2. We prove that every connected K1; n-free
graph G has a connected [a; b]-factor if G contains an [a; b]-factor. This result is sharp in the
sense that there exists a connected K1; n-free graph which has an [a; b]-factor but no connected
[a; b]-factor for b6a(n− 2) + 1. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We begin with denitions and notation. In this paper we only consider nite undi-
rected graphs without loops or multiple edges. Let G be a graph. We denote by V (G)
and E(G) the set of vertices and the set of edges of G, respectively. For x 2 V (G), we
write the degree of x in G by degG(x), the set of vertices adjacent to x in G by NG(x).
For a set V V (G), the subgraph of G induced by V is denoted by hV iG. Let S and
T be disjoint subgraphs of G. We denote the set of edges joining S and T in G by
EG(S; T ) and the number of components of G by !(G). The number of vertices in a
maximum independent set of G is denoted by (G). Let a and b (a6b) be integers. A
spanning subgraph F of G is called an [a; b]-factor if a6degF(v)6b for all v 2 V (G).
An [a; b]-factor F of G is said to be a connected factor if F is connected. The other
terminology and notation may be found in [2].
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Recently many connected factor problems have been studied by various authors.
In this paper, we consider a problem of constructing a connected factor by using a
non-connected factor in K1; n-free graphs.
A result of similar avor has been proved in [4].
Theorem A (Xu et al. [4]). Let G be a connected K1; n-free graph (n>3); f and g be
positive integer-valued functions dened on V (G) with g(v)6f(v) for all v 2 V (G).
If G contains a (g; f)-factor; then G has a connected (g; f + n− 1)-factor.
This result is sharp in the sense that there exists a connected K1; n-free graph which
has a (g; f)-factor and no connected (g; f + n − 2)-factor for any pair of positive
integer-valued functions g and f with g = f. While the following two theorems
treat (g; f)-factors for g.f, these show that every connected K1; n-free graph has
[1; n]-factor and connected [1; n]-factor for every n>3.
Theorem B (Tokuda [3]). For every K1; n-free graph with minimum degree at least
one has a [1; n]-factor for every n>3.
Theorem C (Caro et al. [1]). For every connected K1; n-free graph has a connected
[1; n]-factor for every n>3.
Therefore we have a problem, ‘determine the minimum value b such that the con-
nected K1; n-free graph G has a connected [a; b]-factor if G contains an [a; b]-factor’.
We obtain the following result.
Theorem 1. Let n; a; and b be integers with n>3; a>1; and b>a(n − 2) + 2. If
a connected K1; n-free graph G contains an [a; b]-factor; then G has a connected
[a; b]-factor.
This result is sharp in the sense that there exists a connected K1; n-free graph which
has an [a; b]-factor but no connected [a; b]-factor for b6a(n − 2) + 1. We will show
this in Section 3.
2. Proof of Theorem 1
The following two lemmas are essential for the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 1. Let a and k be positive integers; G be a graph; and v be a vertex of G.
Suppose there exists a subset S = fv1; v2; : : : ; vak+1g of NG(v) such that (hSiG)6k
and degG(vi)>a for 16i6ak + 1. Then there exist two vertices of S such that the
vertices are adjacent and the degree of one vertex is at least a+ 1.
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Proof. Since a>1 and k>1, jSj= ak + 1>2. We assume that there exists no pair u1
and u22S such that u1u2 2 E(G) and degG(u1)>a + 1. Then jNhSiG (u)j6a − 1 and
jNhSiG (u) [ fugj6a for all u 2 S. Hence (hSiG)>djSj=ae = d(ak + 1)=ae = k + 1, a
contradiction.
Lemma 2. Let G be a connected K1; n-free graph (n>3); and H be a subgraph of G
with V (G)−V (H) 6= ;. Suppose that H is a connected [a; b]-factor of hV (H)iG with
a>1 and b>a(n−2)+2; and v is a vertex of G−V (H) with NG(v)\V (H) 6= ;. Then
hV (H)iG has a connected [a; b]-factor H 0 containing a vertex u 2 NG(v)\V (H 0) with
degH 0(u)<b.
Proof. Let H0 be a connected [a; b]-factor of hV (H)iG with a minimum number of
edges. If there exists a vertex u 2 NG(v) \ V (H0) with degH0 (u)<b, then H 0 =
H0 satises the conditions of Lemma 2. Therefore we suppose degH0 (x) = b for all
x2NG(v) \ V (H0).
If hNG(v) \ V (H0)iH0 has a cycle C, then for e 2 E(C), H0 − e is a connected
[a; b]-factor of hV (H)iG with jE(H0 − e)j< jE(H0)j, a contradiction to the denition
of H0. Therefore, hNG(v)\V (H0)iH0 has no cycle and there exists a vertex v0 2 NG(v)\
V (H0) with deghNG(v)\V (H0)iH0 (v0)61. Hence jNH0 (v0) n NG(v)j>b− 1>a(n− 2) + 1.
Here we prove the following claim.
Claim 1. There exists a path P = (v0; v1; : : : ; vl) (l>0) in H0 such that
(i) degH0 (vi) = b for 06i6l− 1;
(ii) degH0 (vl)<b and
(iii) there exists a vertex v0i+1 2 NH0 (vi)nfvi+1g with vi+1v0i+1 2 E(G) and vi+1v0i+1 62
E(H0) for 06i6l− 1.
Proof of Claim 1. Here we suppose that a path P=(v0; v1; : : : ; vl) satisfying conditions
(i) and (iii) of Claim 1 is chosen so that P is as long as possible. (In fact, the trivial
path (v0) satises these conditions.) If degH0 (vl)<b, then P satises the conditions of
Claim 1. Therefore we suppose degH0 (vl) = b>a(n− 2) + 2.
First, we consider the case where l = 0 that is P = (v0). We will nd vertices
v1; v01 2 NH0 (v0) that satisfy condition (iii) of Claim 1 for i = 0. We assume there
exists no pair x; y 2 NH0 (v0) with xy 2 E(G) and xy 62 E(H0). Then hNH0 (v0)iH0 =
hNH0 (v0)iG. Since G is a K1; n-free graph, we have (hNG(v0)iG)6n− 1. In particular,
since v 2 NG(v0), (hNH0 (v0) n NG(v)iH0 ) = (hNH0 (v0) n NG(v)iG)6n− 2. Recall that
jNH0 (v0) nNG(v)j>a(n− 2)+ 1. By using Lemma 1, there exists a pair x; y2NH0 (v0) n
NG(v) such that xy 2 E(H0), degH0 (x)>a, and degH0 (y)>a + 1. Then H0 − v0y is
a connected [a; b]-factor of hV (H)iG with jE(H0 − v0y)j< jE(H0)j, a contradiction.
Hence, there exists a pair x; y 2 NH0 (v0) with xy 2 E(G) and xy 62 E(H0). Then we
have vertices v1 = x and v01 = y that satises condition (iii) for i= 0. Hence H0 has a
path P0 = (v0; v1) satisfying conditions (i) and (iii) of Claim 1. This is a contradiction
to the longest property of P.
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Fig. 1. Exchanging edges when v0l 62 V (P).
Next, we suppose that l>1. Since degH0 (vl) = b, we have jNH0 (vl) n fvl−1gj>
a(n− 2) + 1. If NH0 (vl−1) \ NH0 (vl) 6= ;, then H0 − vl−1vl is a connected [a; b]-factor
of hV (H)iG with jE(H0−vl−1vl)j< jE(H0)j, a contradiction. Hence NH0 (vl−1)\NH0 (vl)=
;. Suppose there exists no pair x; y 2 NH0 (vl) with xy 2 E(G) and xy 62 E(H0). Then
hNH0 (vl)iH0 = hNH0 (vl)iG. In particular, vl−1 is not adjacent to any vertex of NH0 (vl) in
G. Since G is K1; n-free,we have (hNH0 (vl)nfvl−1giH0 )=(hNH0 (vl)nfvl−1giG)6n−2,
and jNH0 (vl) n fvl−1gj = b − 1>a(n − 2) + 1. By using Lemma 1, there exists a pair
x; y 2 NH0 (vl) n fvl−1g such that xy2E(H0), degH0 (x)>a and degH0 (y)>a + 1. Then
H0− vly is a connected [a; b]-factor of hV (H)iG with jE(H0− vly)j< jE(H0)j, a con-
tradiction. Hence there exists a pair x; y 2 NH0 (vl) with xy 2 E(G) and xy 62 E(H0).
We may assume x 6= vl−1. If x is a vertex of fv0; v1; : : : ; vl−2g, then H0 − vl−1vl is a
connected [a; b]-factor with jE(H0−vl−1vl)j< jE(H0)j, a contradiction. Hence x is not
any vertex of fv0; v1; : : : ; vl−2g. Then H0 has a path P0 = (v0; v1; : : : ; vl; vl+1) satisfying
conditions (i) and (iii) of Claim 1 for 06i6l, a contradiction to the longest property
of P.
Therefore there exists a path P=(v0; : : : ; vl) (l>0) in H0 that satises the conditions
of Claim 1.
If l = 0, then degH0 (v0)<b and H
0 = H0 is the desired factor. Hence we suppose
l>1. We get the following claim.
Claim 2. For each i with 06i6l− 1; v0i+1 = vi−1 or v0i+1 62 V (P).
Proof. If v0i+1=vj in P with j6i−2, then H0−vivi−1 is a connected [a; b]-factor with
jE(H0−vivi−1)j< jE(H0)j, a contradiction. Similarly, if v0i+1=vj in P with j>i+2, then
H0−vivi+1 is a connected [a; b]-factor with jE(H0−vivi+1)j< jE(H0)j, a contradiction.
Moreover v0i+1 6= vi and v0i+1 6= vi+1 by the denition of v0i+1. Hence v0i+1 = vi−1 or
v0i+1 62 V (P).
Now, we suppose that a connected [a; b]-factor H0 of hV (H)iG and a path
P = (v0; v1; : : : ; vl) in H0 satisfying the conditions of Claim 1 are chosen so that the
length of P is as short as possible, subject to the condition that jE(H0)j is minimum.
Here we divide the proof of Lemma 2 into two cases.
Case 1: v0l 62 V (P) (Fig. 1).
Let H 00 =H0−vl−1v0l+vlv0l. Then H 00 is a connected [a; b]-factor of hV (H)iG and H 00
has a path P0 = (v0; : : : ; vl−1) that satises the conditions of Claim 1. This contradicts
the minimality of P.
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Fig. 2. Exchanging edges when v0l 2 V (P).
Case 2: v0l 2 V (P) (Fig. 2).
By Claim 2, we have v0l = vl−2. Also by Claim 2, v
0
1 62 V (P). Hence there exists an
integer j such that 16j< l, v0j 62 V (P), and v0i 2 V (P) for each i with j + 16i6l.




i=j−1fvivi+2g. Then H 00 is a con-
nected [a; b]-factor of hV (H)iG and H 00 has a path P0 = (v0; : : : ; vj−1) that satises the
conditions of Claim 1. This contradicts the minimality of P. This completes the proof
of Lemma 2.
Finally, we prove Theorem 1 by using Lemma 2.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let F be an [a; b]-factor with a minimum number of components
among all [a; b]-factors of G. We suppose !(F)>2, and let F1, F2 be two components
of F with EG(V (F1); V (F2)) 6= ;, and v be a vertex of F2 with EG(fvg; V (F1)) 6= ;.
By Lemma 2, there exists a connected [a; b]-factor F 01 of hV (F1)iG such that F 01 has a
vertex u1 2 NG(v) with degF01 (u1)<b. Similarly, by Lemma 2, there exists a connected
[a; b]-factor F 02 of hV (F2)iG such that F 02 has a vertex u2 2 NG(u1) with degF02 (u2)<b.
Then F 0=(F n (F1 [F2))[F 01 [F 02 + u1u2 is an [a; b]-factor of G with !(F 0)<!(F),
a contradiction. Hence G has a connected [a; b]-factor.
3. Remarks
Remark 1. There exists a connected K1; n-free graph G which has an [a; a(n− 2)+1]-
factor but no connected [a; a(n− 2) + 1]-factor for any a>1.
Let a>1, n>3, k>3 be integers, and (n − 2)Ka be the union of n − 2 disjoint
copies of complete graph Ka. For a vertex v, we denote by Hv a graph joining the
vertex v and all vertices in (n− 2)Ka, this means Hv = v+ (n− 2)Ka. Take k vertices
v1; v2; : : : ; vk . We dene a graph G to be the vertex-disjoint union Hv1 [Hv2 [    [Hvk
such that the subgraph induced by v1; v2; : : : ; vk is complete. For k = 3, we show such
graph in Fig. 3. Then G is a connected K1; n-free graph and F = Hv1 [ Hv2 [    [ Hvk
is an [a; a(n − 2)]-factor and also an [a; a(n − 2) + 1]-factor of G. Let K be the
complete subgraph induced by v1; v2; : : : ; vk . Here, for any edge e 2 E(F), G − e has
no [a; a(n − 2) + 1]-factor since the minimum degree of G − e is a − 1. Hence, in
G, every factor with a minimum degree at least a must contain F . Then, to make a
connected factor from F , k−1 of the edges of the complete subgraph K must be used.
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Fig. 3. Connected K1;n-free graph which has an [a; a(n−2)+1]-factor but no connected [a; a(n−2)+1]-factor.
For example, F +
Pk−1
i=1 vivi+1 is one of the connected factors of G. Hence G has an
[a; a(n− 2) + 1]-factor but no connected [a; a(n− 2) + 1]-factor.
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